
	

How to Create a Good Customer Experience 

In today’s competitive market, success is not just dependent on the right products at the right 

price. Shoppers have more options than ever before and how your store is designed and 

presented is key. You need to create the right ambience to entice customers and create 

interest. Shoppers aren't just shopping for products, they're buying experiences. The stores 

that put more effort into making an exciting and emotional experience for customers are the 

ones that will be successful. 

 

Long gone are the days of ‘’Are you being served’ type displays. Visual Merchandising is a 

science and products are now being placed in relation to psychological patterns. We are all 

pre-programmed to certain behaviours; we may insist we’re not, yet when we land at 

Heathrow we all stand up with heads tilted, and aching necks until we are allowed to leave the 

aircraft – as if pre-programmed.  

 

Now more than ever it is important that retailers keep their focus upon their customers in 

order to set themselves apart from the competition. Focusing on the customer is harder than it 

seems. It’s very easy for people in retail to get bogged down with sales targets, keeping on 

top of orders, finance and other operations, all of which are clearly important, but will come to 

very little if you lose sight of the customers themselves. 

 

How many of you have reviewed how a customer not only looks at your environment, but how 

they feel when they’re in it? In order to ensure you are creating a fantastic experience for your 

customers you need to know your customer inside out. 

 

Shopping behaviors like – are they methodical, impulsive, female, male? When you know this 

you can use this to improve their time spent with you. Whether you are a framing shop, a 

gallery, or an independent artist, you all need to interact with customers on a first hand 

basis…so make it count!  

 

Clever retailers are tapping into our psychological behaviours and using them to influence our 

buying decisions. More and more we find retailers are adapting to the way consumers prefer to 

shop and are merchandising stock in relation to our life. For example, some shoe shops sell 

their shoes out in pairs for when we are too busy to hang around and wait. It’s not ground 

breaking, but it works! 

 



	
The customer experience doesn’t end with store design; one of the most important aspects of 

all is the level of service they receive. Good customer service is key to any successful 

business. All stores like to think their service is great. In reality, most stores fall far short. Any 

smart business owner will tell you that customers are gold and should be treated as such. 

 

Customer service isn’t just telling a customer hello, it’s about helping them to their car with 

their packages and making sure they had a great experience whilst shopping in your store. 

Each customer should be treated the same and given equal attention whether they buy 

something or not. 

Treat you customers with respect and always go the extra mile for them – word of mouth is 

priceless. 

Listening and responding to customer feedback is equally important, especially when it’s less 

than positive! Customer comments are invaluable, listen to what your customers are saying 

and act on it. 

For any retail business, success usually comes from doing the simple things well. There’s no 

magic formula or complex plan, many people are tired of hearing about the basics of design and 

pricing. 

Everyone wants to find a magic idea that will revolutionise their business, but the truth is, 

getting the basics right is how you will have a strong foundation for building a successful retail 

business. 

Here are some interesting points for you to consider to enhance your customer experience: 

 

Brand Image and Windows 

What you need to be aware of is that your customer’s experience starts much earlier than 

you may think. If your shop, gallery or studio is in a destination location then: 

Can I find you if I’m looking for you? With a destination shop it is crucial that new customers, 

attracted by marketing/ word of mouth can find you easily. If you are located in a high street or 

thoroughfare relying on impulse shoppers: Do you grab my attention? Are you visible? 

 

The Welcome - First Impressions  

The longer a customer spends with you the more they will buy! Make sure you take the 

following components into consideration: 

1. Thinking Space: It’s been recognized that thinking space is needed to help the customer 

orientate themselves and feel comfortable in there surroundings. 

2. Vision and Impact: Customers should be able to see clearly what you have to offer and have 



	
something to aim for. Strong product displays will create focal points that you can use to 

attract customers to different areas within the space. Remember as humans we are attracted 

to colour, light and reflection. 

3. Comfort: Comfort is key! Have you ever walked into a studio or gallery feeling completely 

‘on show’? How did that make you feel? By creating areas of interest that are easy to get to, the 

customer has something to head for – sounds strange I know but we all need it. 

4. Atmospherics: A good store environment is vital to selling products… Shopping is a sensory 

experience – Touch, Smell, Light, Colour, Sight and Sound all matter more than we think. 

Sound, Temperature, Smell - these all add to the experience, you need to make sure that they 

are enhancing, not detracting from the experience. Lighting is one of the powerful tools you 

can use to engineer a mood. Lighting can turn an everyday print or frame into an object of 

desire. Lighting can also kill a picture or piece of artwork if it shows it in an untrue light. 

 

Shopability 

So you’ve got the warm welcome, but now you have to make consideration for the different 

customers and their style of shopping. Browsers, planners and impulse buyers all want 

different things, so the better your shopability the more chances of making a sale. 

 

Your shopability is made up of three things: Products, Positioning (Merchandising & Planning 

your space) and Pricing. Products should be carefully selected and grouped for maximum 

impact. As a gallery or framers, your products need to reflect your brand image and be chosen 

with your target customers in mind. 

 

Most of you will have star products, your high value frames, prints or pictures. Their job is to 

attract your customers, to add kudos to your brand (i.e. show your speciality) and tempt them - 

even if they then go on to buy one of your more mainstream products. 

 

Your star products should always be displayed in a special and unique way. They may be given 

a little more space and thought. Display these where they will attract the most attention, i.e. in 

your shop window, in an internal window when you first walk in, by a piece of stunning 

architecture, or to create a strong focal point further into the store. 

 

Your regular products will be the key pieces you need to drive the business. These need to be 

accessible to customers and clearly grouped in defined collections. 



	
You may also have products that are ‘rags’, these need to be removed as they devalue the rest 

of your collection. 

Go back to your gallery/ studio/ shop and look at your products. Are they all being displayed to 

their best advantage? Do they reflect their value? Are there any that should be removed? Is 

there more you could be doing to show their value? Can you visually display your frame 

samples to tempt customers to go for better quality products? 

 

Do you have examples of your best work on display? Is everything clearly priced? 

Your Shoppers’ Experience Reviewed Think about three things you’d like your customers to 

say about you – do you want to be known for quality, service, uniqueness, craftsmanship….?  

 

Then when you get back to your store or gallery, take a good hard look from a customer’s 

perspective. Absorb your initial first impression – the smell, the temperature, what you can see 

etc. Review the shopability, the ticketing, the signage and ask yourself (answering honestly!), 

does your customer experience reflect the brand image you are trying to promote? 

 

If it doesn’t you are sitting on a huge opportunity! In retail, understanding your shopper is key. 

If you look, listen and innovate you can exceed your customer expectations and create a 

customer experience that people will want to be a part of. They will return to you again and 

again, and most importantly, they will recommend you and promote your business!! 


